
The Planets 



Mercury 

•  *Mythology messenger for the 
gods 

• Also the god of thievery 
•  *Gravity is 1/3 Earth’s 
• Diameter 3,025 miles 
• No atmosphere 
• Very elliptical orbit 



mercury 



more 

•  20 times less dense than earth 
• No moons 
• No atmosphere,gravity to small 
• Silica rock like quartz 
• Morning and evening star 



Mercury heat pict 



Last part 
• 1 day is 58 of ours 
• 1 year is 88 of our days 
• Numerous craters  
• 36 million miles 
• No weather 
• 800 F to -290 F 
•  *Acidic ice caps at poles 



Venus 2 



VENUS 
•  *goddess of love and beauty 
•  Clouded surface 
•  Move extremely fast 
•  Surface t = 900 F 
•  *Air pressure 97 times as dense as 

Earth’s 





venus3 



• Sun rises in west 
•  *Clouds contain sulfuric    

 acid 
•  Volcanoes 
•  1 year = 225 days 
•  1 day = 243 days! 
•  *evidence of once     

 liquid water 
•  900-1000 F hottest     

 in our system. 



more 
• 3rd brightest object in night 

sky 
• Uncontrolled greenhouse 

effect 
• Lakes of lead 
• Lightning 
• Sulfuric acid    

 clouds 





Earth 

• *Terra Mater--Mother 
Earth 

• Life--? 
• 1 moon 



More •  78 % N 
•  21% O 
•  1% trace gases 
•  WATER 

•  *Van Allen radiation belt circles us 



more 

• Volcanics  
• Plate tectonics, liquid core 
• Extreme weather 
• 23 hour 56 min = 1 day 
• 365.25 days = 1 yr 
•  *Magnetic field--Only 

planet?? 



Mother Earth 



MARS 

•   *god of war 
•  *Red color IRON? 
•  *2 moons 
• 1 yr = 687 days 
• 1 day is 24.5 hr 





more 

• Strong wind storms 300 mph 
•  *CO2 atmosphere 
•  Temps range from -17 F to -191 

F 
•  *Dry ice at poles 
•  *Once was water liquid -

canyons 



 more still 
• Valles Marinares is 2100 miles 

long 
•  310 miles across 
•  12 miles deep 
•  *Olympus Mons, shield volcano 

29-31 km high, 96,100 feet 
• Base is size of Texas 











Asteroid belt 

• Between Mars and Jupiter. 
Failed Planet? 



Jupiter 

•  *King of the gods 
•  *Largest planet 
• Son of Saturn, brother to 

Neptune 
•  Father of Venus and Mars 
• Density is 1.3 g/cm 3 



jupiter1 



more 

•  *2/3 of mass of all planets 
• 1 yr = 11.9 yr 
• 1 day = 10 hr 
• Atmosphere of H and He 
• 2 rings 
• Gravity is 2.5 x earth’s 



Last bit 

•  *Red spot is gaseous storm 
•  *Volcanic moon, IO 
•  No solid surface 
•  16 moons  IO most volcanic in S.S. 
•  Failed star 
•  Gas lightning 



• Moons, 
•  Europa- Life??? Frozen water surface. 
•  IO- volcanic, land tides. 
•  Callisto and Ganymede are  larger than our 

moon, rest are smaller. May be more than 26 



Saturn 
•  *Father of Jupiter, God of 

reaping (farming), ruler of the 
titans 

• Most distant planet visible to 
naked eye 

•  *Density is .7 g/cm3 ! 
•  *41+ moons 



Saturn 1 



more 

•  1 day is 10.5 hours 
•  1 year is 29.5 of ours 
•  *Gravity is 1.07 of Earth 
•  + 1000 rings 
•  *Titan is biggest moon in our 

system 
• H and He atmosphere 
•  Titan has N atmosphere 



Saturn and Cassini 
•  Cassini probe exxploring Saturns moons 
•  Titan-Hyugens probe landed Jan 2006 
•  Enceladus-evidence of water-makes saturns 

E-Ring 

Water Jets--> 





saturn2 



URANUS 

• *Father of Saturn and 
Grandfather of Jupiter 

• 3 biggest planet 
• Discovered 1781 



uranus1 



more 

• 1 yr is 84 Earth Years 
• 1 day is 17.25 hours 
• *Gravity is 0.86 Earth’s 
• *19 AU out or 19 times 
farther away from sun 
that Earth 



•  Blue in color (methane) 
•  15 moons 
•  Axis is on side-knocked over??? 
•  @ speed of light 2.75 hr to get 

there 
•  length of day varies because of 

axis tilt 



Neptune 

•   *god of sea 
• 1 yr = 164 on Earth 
• 1 day = 18.5 hour 
•  *Discovered 1846 
• Twin to Uranus 



neptune1 



more 

•  Very small rings 
•  *Triton moon is being spiraled in- ice 

volcanics 
•  2 moons 
•  Sun is 900 times dimmer than on earth 
•  *Mathematically discovered 
•  *Son of Saturn 



Pluto 

•  *God of the underworld 
•  *Discovered 1930 

– Named by an 8th grader 
• True planet? 
• 1 day = 6.5 Earth days 
• 1 yr = 250 earth yr 



pluto 



more • Gravity is 0.5 of earth 
• Temp is -369 F, -240  C 
•  no atmosphere? 
• *size of our moon 
• *Elliptical orbit passes 

inside Neptune 



• 1 moon of about equal size 
• Never visited by space 

probe, 2012 is forecast 
• 6.5 hours at speed of light 
• Orbit is tilted 
•  *Once every 300 years is 

inside Neptune for 20 years 





Is it a planet? 

• Yes- solid, fixed orbit, just 
small 

• No- Binary, Ice, Inclined 
orbit, to small, gravity has 
not cleared orbit 



Beyond Pluto 
•  *Kuiper Belt 
•  *Oort Cloud 



Quaoar 



Sedna 
•  Inuit goddess Sedna 
•  who rules over the      

 seas 

•  Farthest thing ever      
identified in OUR     

 solar System 




